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ON THEOREMS CONNECTING THE LAPLACE TRANSFORM AND

A GENERALIZED FRACTIONAL INTEGRAL OPERATOR

K. C. GUPTA, S. P. GOYAL AND TARIQ 0. SALIM

Abstract. The aim of the present paper is to establish two theorems connecting the Laplace
transform and a certain class of generalized fractional integral operators involving a generalized
polynom叫 set. These theorems provide .usful extension and unification of a number of (known
or new) results for vaious classes of fractional integral operators. Several interesting applications
of the main theorems are also mentioned briefly.

1. Introduction

Agrawal and Chaubey ((2, p. 1155]; see also Srivastava and Manocha (15, p. 447,
Problem 16]) studied the following general sequence of functions:

R~a,f3)[x; a, b, c, d;p, q;'Y, 8; w(x)] =
(axP + b)-a(cxq + d)-f3

Knw(x)

Tk,l { (axP + b)°+,n(cxq + d),8+finw(x)}, (1.1)

with the differential operator Tk,l being defined as

Tk,l =式k + xDx) (1.2)

where Dx = d/dx.
In (1.1), {Kn}窋~o is a sequence of constants, and w(x) is independent of n and

differentiable an arbitrary number of times. The definition (1.1) was motivated essentially
by an earlier work of Srivastava and Panda [17] (see also [15, p. 434 Eq. (82)]).

On taking w(x) 三 l, p = d = 1, c = -Tin (1.1) and replacing {3 by {3/T therein, we
arrive at the following polynomial set after making some obvious changes in parameters.

s;:,/3,r[x; r, c, q, A, B, k, l]

=(Ax+ B) 一°'(1 - 王）/3/rrr,t[(Ax + B)°'+qn(l - 王）(/3/r)+cn] (1.3)
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The aforementioned polynomial set has recently been studied by Raizada [9]. Note
that while defining the polynomial set (1.3) we have omitted a redundant parameter m
from the definition of the polynomial set by Raizada.

The explicit form of the generalized polynomial set given by (1.3) is

s~,/3,r[x; r, c, q, A, B, k, l] = BiJn护 (1 - TXr)cn尸 芷
e,p,u,11

(-l)P(-v)u(-P)e(a)p (-a-qn)e e+k+ru -TXr II Ax P
u!v!e!p! (l-a-p)e (量jT 一 cn)v(l)n(l-Txr) 囧）(1.4)

p
V
J

n
v
V
V]
n
V]

_＿＿芷 (1.5)
e,p,u,v v=O u=O p=O e=O

Taking T~0 in (1.3) and (1.4), we get the following

s~,/3,o[x; r, q, A, B, k, l]

= (Ax+ B)-a exp(汩 ）T心 [(Ax+ B)a+qn exp(-(3x叮］

＝芝 </>(e, p, u, v)x叭 (1.6)
e,p,u,v

where

</>(e,p, u, v) = Bqn一平 （－配 （－工 -p)e(a耘 (-o: - qn) e (e + k + ru
u!v!e!p! (1 - o: - P)e l)

汜B11, (l. 7)

and w = ln + p 十 TV (p,v=O,l, ... ,n) (1.8)

It may be remarked here that though the polynomial set defined by (1.3) is a special case
of the general sequence of functions (1.1) yet the polynomial set under study is sufficiently
general in nature and it unifies and extends a number of classical polynomials introduced
and studied by various research workers such as Chatterjea [4], Gould and Hopper [5],
Krall and Frink [7], Singh and Shrivastava [14], etc. Some of the special cases of (1.3)
are given by Raizada in tabular form ([9, p. 65); see also Saigo, _Goyal and Saxena [12],
Agrawal, Pareek and Saigo [3]). Moreover, the explicit series form similar to (1.4) may
not be easily obtainable for the sequence of functions defined by (1.1).

In this paper, we shall study the following two fractional integral operators involving
a generalized polynomial set defined by (1.3):

R[f (x)] = R z; n, a, /3, r; µ, T/, h
r, c, q, A, B, k, l; p, CJ"

f(x)

= hx-•-坪-1 [ 伊(xh - 严s~,P,T [,(釕 (1-~)";r,c,q,A,B,k,ll e亡）J(t:::)
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and

K[f(x)] = K z; n, a, /3, T; µ, o, h
r; c, q, A, B, k, l, p, a f(x)

=hx0「co-hµ.一 1 (t三五 ,/3,T z th p X
h

X [ ( 云下） (1-Tf:)u;r;c,q,A,B,k,l] <.p 仃 ）f (t)dt,

(1.10)

provided that the general O and <.p functions and fare so specified that the integrals (1.9)
and (1.10) exist.

The main object of this paper is to establish two theorems connecting the fractional
integral operators defined by (1.9) and (1.10) and Laplace transform defined by

L{f(x); s} =「e一 S可 (x)dx = F(s),
。

provided that Re(s) > 0, and f(x) is so specified that the integral (1.10) exists.

(1.11)

｀

2. Main Theorems

Theorem 1.

L{R[f(x)]; s} = L{Rz; n, a, (3, r; µ, TJ, h
r; c, q, A, B, k, l, p, CI

f(x);s}

＝寸 00 t叮(t)E1 (s, t)dt,
。

(2.1)

and

L{K[f(x)]; s} = L{K z; n, a, (3, T; µ, o, h
r; c, q, A, B, k, l, p, a J (x); s}

00

=hI 尸 －極－勺 (t)G1 (s, t)dt,
。

(2.2)

provided that Re(s) > 0, 0, <p and f are so specified that the 切tegrals (2.1) and (2.2)
exist.

th p th (T

E1 (s, t) = L {x-r,-hµ一l(Xh - th)µs~,/3,T [z(云下） (1-;下） r, c, q, A, B, k, z]

. ()且）H(x - t); s} , (2.3)

and
xh P h

G1(s,t) = L {护(th 一 Xh)µs~,/3,T [z(戸） (1- 玉）u;r,c,q,A,B,k,l]

. <p行）H(t - x); s}, (2.4)
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where H (x) is the Heaviside unit function.

Proof. Making use of the definitions (1.11) and (1.9), (2.1) yields

L.H.S. of (2.1) = h「e一 sxx-11_-hµ-l fox囯 －凸
。

sa,(3,T th p th a·
n [z(云下） (1- 云下） ，r,c,q,A,B,k,l] () 且 ）f (t)dtdx, (2.5)

Changing the order of integrations which is easily justified under the conditions stated,
we obtain

L.H.S. of (2.1) = h fo00 t叮 (t)『e一 sxx-11-hµ刁［ 伊(xh - 严

s~,(3,r [z(~丫(1-~)a;r,c,q,A,B,k,l] () 且 ）dtdx, (2.6)

Now making use of definition of Heaviside unit function, (2.6) easily yields formula (2.1).
Similarly the second assertion (2.4) of Theorem 1 can be established.

Theorem 2. Let F(s) = L{f(x); s} exists. Then
矗

R[F(s)] = R
z; n, a, {3, T; µ, 17, h
r; c, q, A, B, k, l, p, a

F(s)

= hs-r,-hµ一 1「tri J(x)G2(x, s)dx,
。

(2.7)

and

z; n, a, {3, T; µ, 6, hK[F(s)] = K F(s)r; c, q, A, B, k, l, p, a
00

= hs°丨f(x)E2(x, s)dx,
。

(2.8)

provided that Re(s) > 0, B, t.p and f are so specified that the integrals (2.7) and (2.8)
exist

th p th u
G2(x,s) = L {t11(sh - th)µs~,/3,T [z(-下） (1- ;;;) ;r,c,q,A,B,k,l]

s

. ()且）H(s 一 t); X} , (2.9)

and
sh P sh u

恥 (x,s) = K {r0-坪-1 (th 一 Sh)µs~,/3,T [咋 ）(1-計 ;r, c, q, A, s; k, l

毌）H(t - s);x}, l (2.10)
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Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 is much akin to that of Theorem 1, and we qmit the
details involved.

3. Applications

To be specific, we shall assume throughout this paper that

f(x) = {繻~(e-vlxl, lxl-*。
lxl -* oo (3.1)

Due to the presence of the general () and <p functios in the kernels of the fractional integral
operators (1.9) and (1.10), many applications can be established by replacing (). and <p
by the known elementary special functions of one or more variables or polynomials of
general type. An interesting application is considered in this section by replacing () and
<p functions by the Gaussian hypergeometric function as follows

B(z) =菡 (µ+ rJ + 1, ->.; µ+ 1; 1 - 护）；
</>(z) = 2月(µ+6 + 1, ->.; µ+ 1; 1 - 护）

So, the fractional integral operators defined by (1.9) and (1.10) are written as

(3.2)
(3.3)

R[f(x)] = R
z; n, a, /3, r; µ, TJ, h, ,\
r; c, q, A, B, k, l, p, (]' f(x)

= hx-TJ-hµ一 1 1x tTJ囯-t于s~,/3,T [z信 ）丁 －釘 u;r,c,q,A,B,k,ll

·2F1 (µ+TJ+l,-.\;µ+1;1-釘 f (t)dt, (3.4)

It is easy to verify that this operator exists if

(i) h > 0, p, a are non negative real numbers (not both zero simultaneously)
(ii) h Re(µ)+ ha(f.n + p + rv)(b, v = 0, 1, ... , n) > -1 and (iii) Re(TJ + 0 + hp(fn + p +

rv)(p, v = o; 1, ... , n) > max{O, Re(TJ - .\)} - 1, and

K[f (x)] = R
z; n, a, /3, r; µ, 8, h ,\
r; c, q, A, B, k, l, p, a f(x)

= hxcS 1= ccS-坪-l(th - X牙s~,/3,~[z (t丫(1 一戶）u; r, c, q, A, B, k, t]

·2F1 (µ+ 8 + 1, -.\; µ+ 1; 1 - 戶）f (t)dt, (3.5)

which exists under sets of conditions (i) and (ii) mentioned with (3.4) and Re(v) > 0
or Re(v) = 0 and Re(8 +() +p(en+p+rv)(p,v = 0, 1, ... ,n) > min{O,Re(.\-8)}.
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Now, setting T~0, h = 1 and CY= 0, and replacingµby (µ- 1) in (3.4) and (3.5),
we get

R*[f (x)] = R z; n, a, /3, O; µ- 1, TJ, 1 >..
r, q, A, B, k, l; p, 0 f(x)

= x-"-µ1.= t"(x - w-1s~,p,o [弋 ）' ; r, q, A,B, k, z]

缶 (µ+17, ->..; µ; 1 - 訌f (t)dt, (3.6)

p > 0, Re(µ) > 0 and Re(ry +~) > max{O, Re(ry - >..)} - 1, and

K*[f (x)] = R z; n, a, /3, O; µ- 1, b, 1 >..
r, q, A, B, k, l, p, 0'f(x)

00

= Xo丨t-0-µ(t 一 x)µ-l s~,/3,0 Z 芒 P; r, q, A, B, k,l
X

[ (t)
2F1 (µ+ 0, 一A;µ;l- 訂 J (t)dt, ] (3. 7)

p > 0, Re(µ) > 0 and Re(v) > 0 (or Re(v) = 0 and Re(b +~) > min{O, Re(>.. - 硐
If further, we set n = q = k = B = 0 and A = l = r = 1, then the generalized

矗

polynomial set reduces to unity, and thus (3.6) and (3. 7) can be written as
X

R*[f(x)] = x-11-µ丨伊(x 一 tt一 12呂µ+T/, 一,\ , µ; 1 - 扛f(t)dt
。 （

= f(µ)I悶' ; ' ,\X叮 (x); - (3.8)

00

K*[f (x)] = x0 J t护µ(t - x)µ一 1函 µ+o, 一,\ , µ; 1 - 勺f (t)dt
X

（

= r(µ)x J0µ, b, A
X 00

f(x) (3.9)

µ, 77, .Xµ, <5, .Xwhere I and J are the fractional integral operators studied by Saigo [10).
0 X X 00

The~perator I µ,71,.XQ X
<:ontains both the Riemann-Liouville and the Erdelyi-Kober frac-

µ, b, .Xtional integral operators, and the operator J contains both the Weyl and the
X 00

corresponding Erdelyi-Kober fractional integral operators as special cases (see, e.g., [18,
p.2]).

Another application can be considered by replacing 8 and <.p functions in (1.9) and
(1.10) by Fox's H-function as follows

8(z) = <.p(z) = H~'~[y(z勺p'(1 - 护 ）。, I 鬪 ：；:?::;] , (3.10)
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for details of this function, one can refer to Srivastava, Gupta and Goyal (16, pp. 83-85].
Thus, the fractional integral operators (1.9) and (1.10) can be written as

R**[J(x)] = R
z, y; n, a, /3, T; µ, TJ, h; M, N
r, c, q, A, B, k, l; p, p', a, c,'; P, Q f(x)

= hx_T/_極-1 1x tT/囯-t牙s;:,f3,r [z (~丫(1-~)u;r,c,q,A,B,k,l]

M, N th p'
H

th u'(aj, A山 ，P
P, Q [y匕）(1- 戸) (bj, Bj)i,Q l f(t)dt, (3.11)

and

K**[f (x)] = R
z, y; n, a, /3, T; µ, 6, h; M, N
r, c, q, A, B, k, l; p, p', CT, c,; P, Q

f(x)

= hxo 1= t-0-hµ-1 (th - x汗 s;:,f3,r [z.(t丫(1- 戶）u; r, c, q, A, B, k, t]

H~'~ 卜（；丫 (1- 亡 ），, I 鬪 ：；：?::~] f (t)dt, (3.12)

and for conditions of validity of these operators, we refer to Srivastava, Gupta and Goyal
[16, pp. 39-40].

Further, if we reduce the generalized polynomial set in (3.11) and (3.12) to unity, we
get the fractional integral operators studied by Saxena and Kumbat [13].

Also, the fractional integral operators studied by Gupta and Soni [6] are speciai cases
of our operators (1.9) and (1.10).

Now, let us assume that the Laplace transform of x7R*[f (x)] exists, where R* [f (x)] is
defined by (3.6), then by applying (1.6) and changing order of summation and integration,
we get

00

L{x'R* [f (x)]; s} = 芷 </)(e,p, u, v)zw丨j(t)tPW+T/
e,p,u,11 。「e一 S爭- t)µ一 lx-y-pw-11丐Fi(µ+ TJ, -A;µ; l - f)dxdt

t

and making use of the formula
z

2F1 (a, b; c; z) = (1 - z)-a2F1 (a, c - b; c;—)z-1

(3.13)

(3.14)

we get

L{x'R'[f(x)];s} = ,,~,v </>(e;p,u,v)zw 1= f(t)tpw-µ『尸
X(x - tt-1x-r-pw 2Fi (µ+ TJ, µ+ -\; 1 - -)dxdt (3.15)
t
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and applying a known integral formula [几 p.18], we have

L{x0R'[f(x)]; s} = f(µ) 王 ，",P(e, p, u, v)zw「尸j(t)U(µ, ry, A, -y; s, t)dt (3.16)
。

where

U(µ,'TJ, ..\, ,; s, t) = e-pw f(77 - 1 + pw)f(..\ - 1 + pw)
nfpw 一, )f(µ+ 77 + ..\ - 1 + pw、2F2(, - pw + 1,

,-77-..\ 一 µ+ pw + 1; 1 - 77 - pw + 1, 1 一 A 一 pw + 1; -st)

+s11+pw-'Yt1/ r偽- TJ)f行 -77-pw)
f(µ+ ..\)f(-77)

2坯 (1 -µ- A, 77 + 1; 77 - ..\ + 1,

77 - 1 + pw + l; - st)
+sA+pw-'YtA f(TJ - ..\)f(, - ..\ - pw)

f(µ+ 77)f(-..\)
2凡 (1 -µ- 77, ..\ + 1澆- 77 + 1,

..\ - 1 + pw + 1; -st) (3.17)

for Re(s) > 0, Re(µ)> 0 and non integer values of (A-TJ), (,-77-pw) and(, 一 ..\-pw).
Also, if we assume that the Laplace transform of x'YK*[J(s)] exists, where K*[f (x)]

is defined by (3.7), then by applying a known_ formula [11, p.17], we get

L{x'YK*[f(x)];s} = r回 芝 </>(e,p, u, v)~w「f (t)t'YV(µ, b, ..\, ,; s, t)dt (3.18)
e,p,u,v 。

where

V(µ, o, >., 1; s, t) = r('Y. + c5 + pw + l)f('Y + >. + pw + l)
y,11 + pw + l)I'('Y + c5 + >. +µ+ pw +這坯('Y + c5 + pw + l,

'Y 十 >.+ pw + l; 1 + pw + l, 1 + c5 + >. +µ+ pw + l; -st) (3.19)

for Re('Y + c5 + pw) > max(O, Re(o - >.)) - 1 and Re(s) > 0
Now, if t is replaced by x in (3.16) and (3.18), we get the following result contained

in

Corollary 1. Let the Laplace transforms of x-rR*[J(x)] and x-rK*[J(x)] exist. Then

00

L{x"R'[f(x));s} = f伍）辶 ¢(e, p, u, v)zw丨xPwf(x)U(µ, 1/, A, -y; s, x)dx (3.20)
。

for Re(µ)> 0, Re(s) > 0 and non integer values of(-\-r,), (,-r,-pw) and(,-,\-pw),
and

CX)

L{x'YK*[f (x)J; s} = f(µ) e,~v¢(e,p, u, v)zw J x寸(x)V(µ,o,-\,,;s,x)dx (3.21)
。
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for Re(s) > 0 and Re(,+ 6 + pw) > max(O, Re(6 - ,\)) - 1 where U and V are defined
by (3.17) and (3.19) respectively.

Also, following the same procedure which led to Corollary 1, we get from Theorem
2, the result contained in

Corollary 2. Let L{f(x);s} = F(s) exist. Then
00

R'[s7F(x)] = f(µ) e,~,v </!(e,p, u, v)zw s7 lo f囯V(µ, 11, >., -y; x, s)dx {3.22)

for Re(s) > 0 and Re(,+ TJ + pw) > max(O,Re(TJ - .X)) -1, and

K*[s'F(x)] = I'伊）芷 ¢(e,p, u, v)zw spw「f (x)U(µ, o, .X, ,; x, s)dx, (3.23)
e,p,u,v 。

for Re(t-l) > 0, Re(s) > 0 and non integer values of 偽- o), (, - o - pw) and
(, - ,\ - pw) where U and V are as defined by" (3.17) and (3.19) respectively.

Note that if the generalized polynomial set involved in the fractional integral
operators R* and K* is reduced to unity, we easily get the recen.t results obtained
by Srivastava, Saigo and Raina [18, Theorems (3) and (4)].

A further application concerning a number of technical problems involving
wave motion (cf. [8, p. 16, Sect. 1.31J) can be considered by applying Corollary
2 to the function 7/J(x) defined by

心 (x) = f(a-{x亡正H(x - b) (a > O; b > 0) (3.24)

where H(x) denotes the Heaviside unit function. So, we find from Corollary 2

tha~. [訂L{心(X) ; S} l = r (µ)王 ，v <p(e,p, u, v)zws1 『 心(x)V(µ, 1/, >., 1', s)dx,

(3.25)
for Re(,+ T/ + pw) > max(O, Re(TJ - >.)) - 1, Re(s) > 0, and

K• [s'L{心(x); s} l = r(µ) ,,~,v¢(e,p, u, v)zwspw 『 心(x)U(µ, b, >.,')'; x,.s)dx,

(3.26)
for Re(µ) > 0, Re(s) > 0 and non integer values of 偽- b), (, - b - pw) and
(, -).. - pw), and U and V being given by (3.17) and (3.19) respectively.

If we reduce the generalized polyn.omial set in (3.25) and (3.26) to unity, we
get the results established by Srivastava, Saigo and Raina [18, p. 9, Eqs (4.2)
and (4.3)]. Further, if we set , = 0 and b = -µin (3.26) and the generalized
polynomial set reduced to unity, we get a result obtained by Agal and Koul (l].
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